
 A ball (blue if possible to 
match the rhyme above – if 
not, change the rhyme)

 A spinning top

5–10 minutes

BOUNCING BALL

Play ‘Bouncing Ball’: Take a ball, and show your child how to bounce it on the spot and make it roll on the ground from 
side to side. Bounce the ball rhythmically to the words of this rhyme, and end by rolling the ball from side to side:

Bounce little ball all round and blue  (change colour to match your ball, even though it may not rhyme!)
I’m getting so good at bouncing you
Bounce little ball, I’ll bounce you high
Perhaps one day you’ll touch the sky
I bounced so high all along the track
Till my ball ran away and never came back

Say: Let’s pretend that you are a little ball and I’m bouncing you. Ask your child to stand up. Repeat the words from the rhyme, this time bouncing an 
imaginary ball. Encourage your child to bounce up and down on the spot as you say the words.

If your child does not spontaneously perform some kind of ‘running away’ action at the end of the rhyme, ask them how they could show that the ball 
rolls/runs away at the end (e.g. they might crouch down and sway to represent rolling, or hide behind their chairs). Then repeat this game again from 
the beginning, incorporating a ‘running away’ action.

Your child can use basic expressive movements to represent a bouncing ball.
Your child can use basic expressive movements to represent a spinning top.

To use basic expressive actions to represent the characteristic movement of 
familiar objects 
To develop the ability to represent actions by miming them
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Play ‘Spinning Top’: Show your child a spinning top, and let them watch it spin. Say: Let’s be spinning tops! Ask your child to copy your actions as you 
say and act out this rhyme:

Pretty spinning top on your leg so thin Arms above head, fingertips touching 
When I push you spin, spin, spin Spin on the spot, quickly
When I stop slow down and then Slow down
Fall on your side and lie still again Flop to the floor and lie still

Repeat as many times as they want to, encouraging them to join in with some of the words if they can.
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